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Three-dimensional outcrop models, or Digital Surface Models (DSMs), have proved their
capacity in many geoscience studies. Along with the advantage in the rapid acquisition,
DSMs are capable of creating virtual models of fractured outcrops to be interpreted for
further analysis. This paper reports the DSM robustness by comparing the result of
fracture-lineament measurement using DSMs and discusses the possible causes of error
that might occur. The first method applied in this study is the scanline method to collect
fracture data directly from outcrops, measuringmore than 1,400 fracture data. The second
method is applying fully automatic and manual fracture identification by optimizing hill-
shaded DSMs. Two well-exposed granite outcrops in Bangka, Indonesia, are designed for
the pilot area. Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetry is utilized to generate the
DSMs, where a series of aerial images are captured using Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV).
The images are then processed into hill-shaded DSMs to be automatically analyzed
following the algorithm in PCI Geomatics software and manually assessed. The textures of
DSMs are also used in fracture identification through RGB filtering as the third method. The
results show that the semiautomatic measurement using RGB-filtering texture has
the closest pattern to the scanline data compared to the hill-shaded DSM method.
The differences rely on several conditions, such as the geometry and texture of the
outcrops. Eventually, methods of fracture identification using DSM are expected to be
capable as options in preliminary fracture data collecting on outcrops, especially when the
scanline is unable to be performed.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital Surface Models (DSMs), or also known as three-
dimensional outcrop models/digital outcrop models, have
played many important roles in geoscience research.
Generating georeferenced outcrop models using a drone has
been proven to help geological mapping in dolomite (Madjid
et al., 2018), sedimentology research (Westoby et al., 2015), and
observing gas plumes of a volcano (Jordan, 2015) among many
other researches on bringing outcrops into the digital world. In
terms of collecting fracture data on an outcrop, the scanline
method is one of the common procedures (Priest and Hudson,
1981; Mauldon et al., 2001). This method simply uses measuring
tape and geological compass to study the fracture behavior of
rocks (Peacock et al., 2003) and represent the regional model
(Chesnaux et al., 2009) or as an analog to a subsurface model
(Guerriero et al., 2010). However, a variety of factors can prohibit
the method from being used during fieldwork, such as time-
consuming and safety concerns.

Various publications discuss the capability of DSM to collect
fracture data such as automatic fracture identification (Vasuki
et al., 2013). By using UAV to capture sets of pictures of the
outcrop to create a DSM, fracture detection is applied to identify
lineaments that are interpreted as fractures. The process has also
been used, for example, to classify joints, bedding, and other
discontinuity features on outcrops (Kottenstette, 2005; Roncella
et al., 2005; Micklethwaite et al., 2012; Bemis et al., 2014).
However, most of the experiments are concerned with the
capability of DSMs to report very comprehensive features,
whilst the need to verify the robustness of the system is
seldom attempted. Thus, along with the benefits of using
DSM, this study aims to test fracture detection methods for
DSMs relative to the traditional scanline method.

Two granite outcrops are chosen to test the methods. The
outcrops are labeled SL01 and SL02, which are located on Bangka
Island, Indonesia (106.1628°E longitude and 1.8688°S latitude for
SL01 and 106.1735° longitude and 1.8771° latitude for SL02).
These granites are grouped into hornblende-bearing granites as
part of the Southeast Asia Late Triassic granite tin belt (Mangga
and Djamal, 1994; Ng et al., 2017). Fractures are identified on
both outcrops, interpreted as the result of a tectonic event that
formed the Bentong-Raub Suture during Late Triassic-Early
Jurassic when Sibumasu Block and Indochina were collided
with each other (Metcalfe, 2017) or later.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

The capability of displaying a very detailed 3D digital outcrop on
a workstation is one of many benefits of the DSM. The typical
resolution of a DSM reaches around 0.1–0.5 m (Pringle et al.,
2006). Moreover, the rapid acquisition during fieldwork and the
capability to get through physically unreachable locations are
other advantages in using UAVs to create a DSM. Nonetheless, as
suggested by Jordan (2015), there are at least three drawbacks of
UAV. The first weak point is the reliance on the weather. Bad
weather conditions may interrupt the flight and consume more

battery power. Other disadvantages are flight-time limitations
and local regulations. In this study, a DJI Mavic Pro drone with a
12-megapixel mounted camera is used to capture sets of images of
the outcrops during fieldwork. The images are later processed
using Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetry (Westoby
et al., 2015; Madjid et al., 2018; Hansman and Ring, 2019) to
construct a three-dimensional model. Fracture data of the
outcrops have also been collected with the linear scanline
method by using a measuring tape and geological compass to
later ground truth and validate the results of DSM methods.

METHODS

Three different methods are applied to get the results of the
fracture data of the outcrops, which are the linear scanline
method, automatic and manual identification on hill-shaded
DSM, and semiautomatic fracture determination on RGB-
filtering DSM textures. The methods are basically based on
feature identification on contrast changes of the DSMs,
following the feature detection method on DSM by Bemis
et al. (2014), Micklethwaite et al. (2012), and Vasuki et al.
(2014). The hill-shaded DSMs are those which are processed
into the digital elevation model and then later interpreted both
manually and automatically. Meanwhile, since the fracture
identification is based on the color of DSMs, the RGB-filtering
methods are also applied to get higher contrast changes. The
lineament data are also processed with a simple triangulation
method (Fernández, 2005; Bemis et al., 2014; Vasuki et al., 2014)
to get the true strike and dip values. The method is performed by
defining points at each end and midpoint of every lineament.
Subsequently, the height of the DSM is extracted to the points to
obtain a triangular plane of the fractures.

Fracture Sampling Using Linear Scanline
As the most conventional and reliable technique to collect
fracture data, the linear scanline method has been carried out
at the outcrops. The measurements are used as validation of the
other methods of collecting fracture data using hill-shaded DSM
and RGB-filtering DSM. To cover all fractures at the selected
outcrops, nine scanlines have been executed. Four scanlines were
conducted at SL01 (SL0101, SL0102, SL0103, and SL0104) and
five scanlines were conducted at SL02 (SL0201, SL0202, SL0203,
SL0204, and SL0205), to cover all fractures at these selected
outcrops (Figures 1–3).

Fracture Identification on Hill-Shaded
Digital Surface Models
Initial fracture identification involved DSM processing into hill-
shaded digital elevation models. To create DSMs, as many as 91
georeferenced images of the outcrops were collected using a drone
and processed to construct the digital model of the outcrops.
Later, themodels go through a hill-shading process to obtain clear
geometry of the fracture lineaments. Subsequently, the generation
of automatic and manual lineament from hill-shaded DSMs is
executed. Manual fracture identification follows the Yamaguchi
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Method (Yamaguchi, 1985), which defines the relationship
between the resolution of images (R) and optimum image-
scale for interpretation of satellite imagery data (S). According
to the method, the value of S should fit the formula, where
R × S � 0.1mm. Since the resolution of DSMs in this study is
1 cm/pixel, the manual fracture interpretation in this study is
confined on 1 : 10 scale.

The automatic fracture identification was processed using
Geomatica software from PCI Geomatics. The minimum length
of automatically generated lineaments was set equal to the
minimum length of the fractures, which has been manually
identified. The main purpose of this determination is to avoid
mislead lineament generation in differentiating features between

fractures and artifacts. The other two parameters, the angular
difference threshold and the lineament radius, are relying on the
resolution of DSM. We set a step of 10° for the angular difference
threshold, which specifies themaximumangle to create a segmented
line because the direction data are plotted on rose diagrams at
intervals of 10°. The lineament radius (defined as the radius of pixel
to detect lineament continuation) is set at 20 pixels (40 cm), which is
the minimum observable fracture length (Figure 4).

Fracture Identification on Red-Green-
Blue-Filtering Digital Surface Models
In this method, the textures of DSMs are used to determine
fractures at the outcrops. Similar to the hill-shaded DSMmethod,

FIGURE 1 | Imagery of the outcrops: (A) SL01 and (B) SL02 along with the projection of linear scanlines location (red lines). Both outcrops are located on Bangka
Island, Indonesia (106.1628°E longitude and 1.8688°S latitude and 106.1735° longitude and 1.8771° latitude for SL01 and SL02, respectively).

FIGURE 2 | Detailed picture of the fracture network on SL01 with the
handle of the hammer pointing south. Fractures on the outcrop are mainly
trending E-W and NE-SW; fine-sized fractures are very common, trending
E-W (marked with red dashed line).

FIGURE 3 | Aerial view of SL02. At least two fracture orientations can be
distinguished: an E-W (red dashed line) and a NE-SW (light blue dashed line).
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DSMs of the outcrops (Figure 1) are also required to obtain very
detailed textures. Furthermore, the RGB (Red-Green-Blue) value
of the textures was filtered to highlight the fractures from the

outcrops. This process inverts the real texture of the DSM and
subsequently, the contrast is manually adjusted for the optimum
visual results. The fractures are later interpreted by a

FIGURE 4 | Images of hill-shaded DSM of the outcrops captured from the top, with colored lines as the fracture lines on both outcrops. Lineaments at panels (A, B)
are generated automatically, whereas lineaments at panels (C, D) are the result of manual interpretation.

FIGURE 5 | Results of RGB-processed lineaments from the texture of DSMs as fracture lineaments from the semiautomatic process in the outcrops SL01 (A) and
SL02 (B).
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semiautomatic process. The DSMs are first processed with
automatic fracture-lineament identification using Geomatica
software, and subsequently, the lineaments are manually
reinterpreted (Figure 5).

RESULTS

Based on the outcome of lineament identification using DSMs,
fractures are well identified on both hill-shaded DSMs and RGB-

processed DSMs methods (Figures 4,5). The numbers of
lineaments also varied, with the RGB-processed methods
providing the maximum number of identified fractures. In
terms of fracture direction, various patterns are well recorded
on both outcrops. To assess the robustness of all the DSMs
methods compared to the scanline, we display the results in
rose diagrams (Figures 6,7) and stereographic projections
(Figures 8,9). For the first outcrop (SL01), the E-W trend
(080°–100°) is the major direction, covering 31% of all data
(Figure 6). Subordinate fractures also occur at NE-SW

FIGURE 6 | Three lineament trends are distinguished from all methods on SL01 outcrop. The results of the scanline (black graphs), automated hill-shade (orange
graphs), manual hill-shaded (blue graphs), and RGB-filtered DSM (green graphs) methods are portrayed on rose diagrams.

FIGURE 7 | Plots of the lineament trends obtained from scanline (black graphs), automated hill-shade (orange graphs), manual hill-shaded (blue graphs), and RGB-
filtered DSM (green graphs) are portrayed on rose diagrams.
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(030–040°) and N-S (000–010°) trends, comprising 8% and 2% of
all data, respectively. Similar trends are also shown in RGB-
processed DSM. A slight difference in pattern is shown from the
results of the hill-shaded DSM, where the E-W trend is shifted
around 10° in a counterclockwise direction to 070–080°.

The results of the scanline method at SL02 site show the
occurrence of fractures trending E-W (080–090°) as the major
trend, covering 20% of all data (Figure 7). Minor sets of fractures
are orientedNE-SW (030–040°) andN-S (355–000°), encompassing
9 and 5% of all data, respectively. These trends are well recognized
in both methods using DSMs. Shifted trends also appear, where the
NE-SW trend is rotated in a counterclockwise direction to 020–030°

on all of theDSM-basedmethods. In addition, the dip value of every
lineament has also been processed by using a simple triangulation
method. The results are shown in lower-hemisphere stereographic
projections (Figures 8,9).

DISCUSSION

The results obtained from DSM methods and scanline differ by
about 10° for both investigated outcrops (Figures 6,7), because

DSM methods measure only apparent and not true strike. Each
point at the edge of various lineaments from DSMmethods has a
different height; thus, it can be assumed that some of the
lineaments record apparent strike directions. To prevent
apparent strike recording, the conversion of lineaments into
planes has been done. Based on the results shown in
stereographic projections (Figures 8,9), it can be concluded
that methods using DSM provide nearly identical results with
the scanline method. Overall, the strike acquired from DSM
methods compared to those obtained from the scanline
deviates by less than 8°, with a maximum of 23° deviation on
fractures striking E-W at the SL01 site.

The DSM methods show promising results in treating the dip
values of each fracture population, as well. The highest deviation
among all peaks on the projection is only 8°. However, the dip
values tend to widely disperse. Several identified fractures are
roughly horizontal (Figures 8,9). These gently steeping fracture
planes are generated from the simple triangulation method where
the elevation difference between each of the points is
extremely low.

Obvious differences in the population of the E-W trend at
SL01 outcrop between the three methods are also distinguished

FIGURE 8 | Lower-hemisphere stereographic projections of fracture planes generated from the simple triangulation method for SL01 outcrop. All DSM methods
show nearly identical outcomes compared to the result from the scanline regarding true strike direction and dip angle.
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from the rose diagrams and the stereographic projections.
According to field observation, hairline fractures with the
E-W trend do not play any role in controlling the outcrop
geometry and have not been recorded on the DSM texture
(Figure 2). Thus, the number of this fracture trend is
underestimated on the DSM. It is apparent that a field
observation should be conducted before performing
fracture identification from DSM.

Among all, the method using RGB-processed DSM appears
to be more accurate. All fracture directions are recorded very
well at both outcrops obviously because the RGB-processed
method has the advantage to display fractures more accurately
than the hill-shaded DSM. The fracture identification on the
hill-shaded method also tends to be more dependent on
outcrop geometry in recording the presence of fractures.
Moreover, during the process of automatic lineament
interpretations, numerous artifacts (e.g., vegetation, mud,
rock boundaries, and shadows) are also misinterpreted as
fractures.

In summary, methods of fracture measurement using
DSMs are highly dependent on the geometry and texture of

the outcrop. Errors may occur during the process, such as
misidentified apparent strike for true strike direction,
misleads in displaying major-minor trends in rose diagram
due to the presence of hairline fractures, lack of lineament
data if the outcrop relief is unable to produce high contrast in
hill-shading process, and the presence of artifacts. As far as
the apparent strike problem is concerned, a simple
triangulation method may be used to transform the
fracture lineaments into planes to achieve the true strike
and dip value of the identified fractures. Field observation
directly to the outcrops is important to mitigate mislead due
to the presence of hairline fractures and artifacts.

Nonetheless, all DSM methods in this study demonstrated
similar lineament patterns to the actual measurement of
fractures in the field via the scanline method. Fractures oriented
N-S, NE-SW, and E-W from scanlines are all recorded well using
hill-shaded and RGB-filtered methods on both outcrops. Thereby,
along with UAV advantages, such as capturing detailed outcrop
features, covering a large area, and saving time,methods usingDSM
are a suitable option for collecting fracture data on outcrops, when
the scanline method is unable to be conducted during fieldwork.

FIGURE 9 | Stereographic projections of fracture planes for SL02, generated from the simple triangulation method. Similar to the result from SL01, the outcome
from all DSMs methods is nearly identical to the result from the scanline method.
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